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Abstract 
China's national economic construction enters a new period of rapid development after 
the "14th five-year" development strategic planning, as the main industry of economic 
development support, construction and mechanical and electrical industries continue to 
rise. With the expansion of infrastructure scale and the improvement of infrastructure 
product types in first-tier frontier cities, the investment, design and construction of 
super high-rise buildings are increasing and increasing. With the increasing complexity 
of the structure form of super high-rise buildings, people have higher and higher 
requirements on the use function, indoor comfort and appearance of buildings, and the 
corresponding mechanical and electrical design of super high-rise buildings has also 
increased significantly in the level of complexity in technical aspects. In particular, 
building electrical system has an important impact on the operation and management of 
construction projects. Under the situation that the current construction projects 
increasingly show the characteristics of scale and complexity, the demand for electrical 
system management is relatively higher.Building Information Modeling (hereinafter 
referred to as "BIM") technology has several characteristics, such as visibility, 
collaboration, simulation, parameterization and graphability. BIM technology is applied 
in the electrical construction and management of super high-rise buildings. It can save 
the cost, improve the construction efficiency, shorten the construction period, and has a 
good application prospect. Combined with the actual construction cases, this topic 
analyzes the specific application of BIM technology from the aspects of model building, 
in-depth design, pipeline collision inspection, construction simulation, roaming 
inspection, visualization three-dimensional reveal, etc., and focuses on optimizing the 
construction of the room and other pipeline dense places, and analyzes the optimization 
effect of BIM technology. Based on the actual construction of the super high-rise project 
of our enterprise, this paper studies the mechanical and electrical design of the project 
and the key points of the electrical application of BIM technology in a super high-rise 
project, and explores the combination of technology application and improving the 
project management level, so as to achieve better production and operation benefits. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Research Background, Purpose and Significance 

BIM standards are constantly updated and developed, and many countries have formulated their own 
BIM standards for national development. The BIM standards in the United States, the United 
Kingdom, Japan, South Korea and Australia are basically mature. Our country industry policy to 
encourage and promote the wide application of BIM is a common problem to face, even so, on the 
whole project of "large" construction, still can greatly reduce the follow-up construction in difficult 
circumstances, such as structure, construction, electrical and mechanical aspects of the collision, etc., 
to reduce and avoid change, while the construction, Reduce and avoid the demolition and rework of 
mechanical and electrical installation construction, which can shorten the construction period and 
save all kinds of resources. 

1.2 Research Status at Home and Abroad 

BIM technology has risen and developed earlier in foreign countries. All foreign countries pay 
attention to the long-term development of the industry, industry marketization, technical 
specialization, management standardization and standardization. The application of BIM technology 
in our country tends more to short-term economic benefit, in fact, engineering management is still 
extensive. The industry has a habit of scrambling for design, rushing for construction period, site 
change and other engineering implementation, which is contrary to the purpose of BIM application. 
Furthermore, from the perspective of "Party A" factor, Party A of construction projects in China has 
two tendencies. The first tendency is that Party A drives Party B to apply BIM based on its strong 
position, and promotes BIM application vigorously, which is essentially to obtain better economic 
benefits for itself. Another tendency is that Party A is often not familiar with BIM, and the 
construction command changes frequently, which increases the BIM workload of the design unit and 
the construction unit, and weakens the motivation of Party B to apply BIM. 

2. BIM Technology Overview 

2.1 BIM Concept 

BIM (Building Information Modeling) technology was first proposed by Autodesk in California in 
2002, and has been widely recognized by the construction industry in the world. BIM technology can 
help to achieve the integration of Building Information. All kinds of information in the architectural 
design, construction, operation and construction of the whole life cycle stages, always be integrated 
in a 3 d model of information database, the design, construction, facility operator and the owner etc. 
All the staff can work together based on BIM, improve work efficiency, save resources, reduce costs, 
to achieve sustainable development. 

 

 
Figure 1. Organizational structure of project BIM implementation management 
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By establishing a virtual 3D model of architectural engineering, BIM uses digital technology to 
provide a complete information base consistent with the actual situation of architectural engineering 
for the model. This information base contains geometric information, professional attributes and state 
information describing building components, and contains information about the state of non-
component objects (such as space and motion behavior). BIM information base provides a platform 
to exchange and share engineering information for various stakeholders of construction projects. The 
organizational structure of BIM implementation and management of the above projects is shown in 
Figure 1. 

2.2 Software Foundation of BIM Technology 

Currently, commonly used BIM modeling software includes: 

(1) Revit Building, structure and equipment software from Autodesk (the BIM technology pioneer in 
California, USA). Its modeling software is mostly used in civil buildings. 

(2) Bentley's range of buildings, structures and equipment are commonly used in the fields of 
industrial design and infrastructure construction. (3)ArchiCAD, which is oriented to the global market 
and has formed the market influence in the industry for the first time. 

This topic mainly uses Revit software to study and establish the electrical pipeline model of super 
high-rise buildings, conduct collision check with the models of water supply and drainage, HVAC 
and fire protection, and optimize the pipeline according to the collision report. The visualization 
technology is used to make 3D visualization disclosure to the project management personnel and 
construction personnel, and the two-dimensional code containing 3D model output by BIM 
technology is posted on the construction site for the construction personnel to scan the code and 
compare the 3D model for construction, so as to reduce unnecessary demolition and reform, save the 
construction period and resources. 

2.3 Design Overview of a Super High-rise Project (FT Tower) 

My company's construction (FT Building) consists of two office towers, building A is about 240 
meters high, building B is about 80 meters high. On the west side, it is adjacent to the main road 
Menghai Avenue, and on the east side, it is connected with the linear green belt extending north and 
south. The second floor pedestrian corridor and the underground commercial corridor at the bottom 
of the tower together form a regional three-dimensional pedestrian traffic space, which connects with 
the surrounding neighborhood and the subway station. 

The tower design applies the concept of dynamic flow to the volume and facade design. As the height 
of the tower gradually develops upward, the plane gradually changes from hexagons to larger 
trapezoids. The four main corners are designed with curved chammers, creating a unique shape that 
adds a more striking curve to the skyline of Qianhai, Shenzhen. The vertical outer lines in the facade 
design express the intention of flowing water with gradual cross-section, continuing the dynamic 
feeling, and shielding the strong sunlight in the tropical area. The aerial garden is set up on every 
third floor, with comfortable seats and green plants, providing excellent social and leisure space for 
office workers, successfully introducing the characteristics of Shenzhen's "garden city" into the super 
high-rise office buildings. 

2.4 Overview of Building Structure Engineering 

The FT Building project has a total land area of 12072 square meters, including 10756 square meters 
for development and construction and 1316 square meters for road. The floor plan. 

The building area is 120,000 square meters (including 118,850 square meters of office space, 1,000 
square meters of community health center and 150 square meters of post office), and 7,200.00 square 
meters of underground commercial space, with a total construction area of 175,599 square meters. 

The 32nd refuge floor of Block A of FT Building is equipped with the office distribution room of 
Block A, and the second underground floor of Block B is equipped with our office distribution room. 
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The civil air defense is set on the fifth floor, and the resistance level of civil air defense is "nuclear 6 
constant 6". 

2.5 Mechanical and Electrical Engineering Overview of FT Building Project Mechanical and 
Electrical Engineering Construction 

The intelligent lighting system realizes the control of the lighting loop in the public area through the 
control module, which can realize the combination control of various scene control, time control and 
panel control in the area. 

In this project, Tower A is an important structure, the average brightness of curtain wall flood lighting 
is less than 20CD /m2, while Tower B is A texture structure, the average brightness of curtain wall 
flood lighting is less than 15CD /m2. The floodlight color of the tower is mainly 4000K. The 
installation of floodlight lamps shall be preinstalled simultaneously with the curtain wall in the curtain 
wall manufacturing factory. The product supply, installation schedule and construction technology 
are of high requirements, which shall meet the requirements of curtain wall processing. 

(1) The intelligent major of this project has the following characteristics: 

The first is the intelligent dispatch ladder system based on the management of the destination floor 
and the passage. 

The intelligent dispatching system integrates visitor management, access gate management and 
elevator target floor system to build an efficient, convenient and safe comprehensive management 
and control platform for employees and visitors of the building. It uses face recognition/two-
dimensional code /IC card a variety of recognition of the channel gate management system and the 
elevator layers of the target floor group control system, will improve the security level of the building, 
improve the elevator vertical transport efficiency and customer satisfaction. 

The second is the intelligent building integrated management system based on BIM application. 

BIM technology, intelligent building integrated management system is applied in this project and the 
Internet of things technology, applying the early stage of the design and construction of complete 
information accurately applied to construction in the whole operational process, mechanical and 
electrical systems, intelligent building construction equipment technical parameters and running 
through the BIM model demonstration, establish data structures, in full compliance with reality 
Realize "What you see is what you get" three-dimensional operation, management and monitoring. 

2.5.1 Ventilation and Air Conditioning System 

Ventilation and air conditioning system includes: ventilation system, smoke control and exhaust 
system, central air conditioning system. 

The project is located in the Qianhai area. The HVAC system uses the chilled water provided by the 
central cooling system in Qianhai area as the cold source of the air conditioning. The temperature of 
the water supply and return in the regional cooling system is 3°C /12 °C. 

The office heat exchange station in Block A is located on the second floor of the underground, with 
3 plate heat exchangers. The pressure conversion zone heat exchange station is provided in the refuge 
layer (21F) of block A. Two plate heat exchangers are used in the middle and high zones. The office 
and the underground business in Block B are arranged in the same heat exchange station on the fifth 
floor of the underground, each of which adopts 3 plate heat exchangers. The project sets up a 24-hour 
standby cold source for key tenants' machine rooms, and reserve 10KW standby air conditioning for 
network machine rooms for each floor of office. 

The HVAC major of this project has the following characteristics: 

One is the use of regional centralized cooling system in HVAC specialty. The air conditioning system 
in Qianhai area adopts regional centralized cooling system with centralized cold stations. The project 
does not need to set up central air conditioning refrigeration main engine, cooling tower, cooling 
water pump, cooling water pipe and other facilities. Second, the end of the HVAC professional air 
conditioning adopts energy-saving comfort fan coil system. Energy-saving comfort fan coil system 
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and other air conditioning end system is the main difference between the end air conditioning water 
volume can be adjusted, constant temperature difference between supply and return water, indoor 
temperature fluctuation is small (less than ±1℃), fan noise is small, high comfort, compared with 
ordinary air disk system and VAV system has better energy saving effect(About 20% energy saving). 
The BIM implementation management process of FT Building in the design stage is shown in the 
following figure: 

 

 
Figure 2. Flowchart of BIM implementation management in FT building design stage 
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3. Mechanical and electrical design of a super high-rise project (FT building) 
based on BIM 

3.1 BIM Model is the Basis of BIM Application. 

In this design, the process of establishing electromechanical BIM model includes determining data 
format, coordinate system, color standard, etc., and grasping the principle of model separation and 
integration. 

3.1.1 Data Format 

In order to ensure that the BIM model of FT building can be transmitted and shared without barriers 
in the implementation process, the BIM model creation should be based on the unified BIM model 
software and version, and the BIM model of all parties at each stage should be able to exchange data 
format in a unified manner. 

The following table lists the requirements for the overall modeling software, browsing software, BIM 
collaborative management platform, and interactive data format. The software versions must be the 
same. 

 

Table 1. Software and data format requirements 

Serial 
number 

Application type Software name Version 
requirements 

Delivery 
format 

1 Model creation    

1.1  Autodesk Revit 2018 *. rvt 

1.2  Autodesk Autocad 2014 *. dwg 

1.3  Rhinoceres 5.0 *. 3 dm 

1.4  Yingjianke structure 
calculation model 

1.8.2 *. yjk 

1.5  MIDAS/GEN 2016 *. gtb 

1.6  Tekla V19 *. ifc 

1.7  Sketchup V8 *. skp 

1.8  Autodesk 3DS MAX 2014 *. max 

2 Simulate browsing Autodesk Navisworks 
Management 

2018 *. nwd 

3 Data exchange    

3.1  IGES  *. igs 

3.2  ACTS  *. sat 

3.3  IFC  *. ifc 

4 BIMCollaborative management 
platform 

Lightweight model  *. bzip2 

3.1.2 Coordinate System 

(1) The electromechanical BIM model of FT building is created according to unified management 
rules such as coordinate system, orientation, elevation system and measurement unit. 
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(2) The reference point of the project is the coordinate origin, so as to establish a unified shaft network 
and elevation system. 

(3) The orientation of the model is consistent with the orientation of the building plan, and the 
relationship between "project north" and the direction due north of geographic information is 
established. 

(4) The elevation system is named by the floor code and elevation value, and the relative elevation is 
determined by the elevation value. Special floors such as overhead floor, refuge floor, machine room 
floor, mezzanine floor and roof floor shall be named as special floor abbreviation + elevation value. 

(5) The unified unit shall be used. The elevation unit shall be meters, and the dimensioning unit shall 
be millimeters. 

3.1.3 Color Standard for the Model 

In order to achieve a consistent expression between professional, system and space, the mechanical 
and electrical BIM model of FT building is established using a unified color standard. The color 
setting of specific components and systems shall meet the stipulations of Appendix 1- Color Standard 
for Electrical 3D Components of FT Buildings. 

3.1.4 Principle of Model Splitting and Integration 

(1) Before the establishment of the electromechanical BIM model, the design unit shall make the 
overall planning of the BIM model according to the requirements of different progress stages, regions, 
single or sub-items, floors or elevations, construction bid sections and BIM collaborative 
management platform of the project. 

(2) Electromechanical BIM model creation: According to the application stage of the project, 
including design, construction, operation and maintenance, the model creator shall formulate the 
corresponding model comprehensive plan, which shall be reflected in the BIM implementation plan, 
and shall be reviewed and confirmed by the builder or the unit designated by the builder. 

3.2 Project Template and Naming Rules 

(1) Before the creation of the mechanical and electrical BIM model of FT Building, the model 
template and the naming rules of components of the project should be formulated. Component naming 
in BIM model reflects and includes: professional characteristics, component category, component 
name, component size. For naming without special requirements, component names should be 
consistent with design or actual project names, separated by "-". The model file name considers the 
length of the file name and the need for later management, and matches the BIM model splitting 
scheme. The name of the project file reflects the project name, modeler, implementation stage, floor 
elevation, functional zoning and construction section. The structure of the project folder shall be 
catalogued with reference to the design drawings, and shall be reviewed and determined by the 
construction party or the unit designated by the construction party. 

4. Key Points of Electrical Application of BIM Technology in a Super High-rise 
Project (FT Building) 

4.1 Personnel Monitoring and Equipment Monitoring at Construction Site 

From the preliminary planning and design of FT building to the actual site construction, my company 
implements a standardized management and control mode, strictly following the principle of planning 
first, and organizing the construction in accordance with the "Overall Project Planning" +633 
management and control system. Before the commencement of construction, the Project Department 
shall organize the preparation of the Project Master Plan, which shall be strictly executed after the 
project management Center organizes the evaluation and qualification. "6" special planning of 
"Overall Project Planning", that is, "Quality management planning", "Technical Management 
planning", "Safe and civilized construction planning", "Progress and construction deployment 
planning", "Resource management planning" and "cost planning" after the project starts; The "3" 
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actions are sampling inspection of materials, leakage inspection and safety flying inspection; The "3" 
evaluation is Quarterly evaluation Comprehensive Evaluation, Resource supply chain Evaluation and 
Project Management Performance Evaluation. 

The electrical application of BIM technology in a super high-rise project (FT building) also strictly 
complies with the above principles, focusing on the control effect of on-site monitoring of 
construction personnel and equipment to the electrical design stage and implementation in the 
construction application stage. According to the flow chart of BIM implementation management 
process in the construction stage shown in Figure 3, the process of realizing the on-site monitoring 
effect of construction personnel and equipment through BIM application can be seen by comparison: 

 

 
Figure 3. Flow chart of BIM implementation management process in construction stage 

4.2 Electrical Pipeline Deepening and Equipment Room Deepening 

FT building BIM application in mechanical and electrical design played a comprehensive use of the 
effect of component geometry information, non-geometry information, by expressing the basic shapes 
of components, the rough dimension data, line, area, location, etc., make the model close to the real 
geometry size, shape and direction, which can express component, basic geometric properties of the 
object itself. 

(1) The general attributes of electrical pipeline deepening and machine room deepening are expressed 
by non-geometric information in different stages: 
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Initial design stage: numbering, classification, type, use; Construction drawing design stage: increase 
the name, shape size; 

Construction stage: add installation method, geographical location, installation location, 
manufacturer, supplier, model, operation environment, maintenance cycle, life, etc.; 

Operation and maintenance preparation stage: add the owning system, equipment parameters, noise, 
redundancy, working mode, installation and commissioning time, monitoring period, and cumulative 
running time of monitoring period. 

(2) Dense buses are expressed by geometric information 

Different stages are expressed with different non-geometric information: scheme stage: line diagram; 

Initial design stage: external control size, positioning; 

Construction drawing design stage: the whole structure control size, material, positioning; 
Construction stage: precise control of size, color, material, positioning; 

Operation and maintenance preparation stage: physical size, color, material, positioning, etc. 

(3) Lamps, switchgear, bridge frame, distribution transformer, rectifier transformer, rectifier cabinet, 
etc., according to the needs of geometric information or non-geometric information in different stages 
of expression. 

4.3 Pipeline Collision Inspection 

If there is a mistake in the design stage of mechanical and electrical construction, especially the 
"pipeline collision" caused by the design itself, the subsequent construction cannot be carried out. 
Pipeline collision inspection is the key work of traditional design drawing audit. In the application of 
FT building BIM in mechanical and electrical design, pipeline collision inspection is embedded in 
the BIM model. The expression of pipeline collision inspection mainly relies on the comprehensive 
expression of geometric and non-geometric information in the online slot design: Scheme stage: line 
schematic; 

Initial design stage: external control size, positioning; 

Construction drawing design stage: on the basis of the whole structure control size, material, 
positioning, but also to increase the owning system, material, specification parameters; Construction 
stage: on the basis of accurate control of size, color, material, positioning, but also increase the 
installation time, installation process and other construction information; Operation and maintenance 
preparation stage: physical size, color, material, positioning, etc. 

4.4 Visualization Disclosure 

In the project design stage, the BIM electrical design of FT building mainly carries out visual 
disclosure of two verification and control items: it is of great significance for the enterprise to 
strengthen visual disclosure management. 

On the one hand, the construction and production mode of enterprises is changing from the former 
mode of general contracting and then subcontracting to the mode of self-management, that is, the 
mode of general contracting and no more subcontracting. 

As a result, the personnel in the post establishment of the enterprise need to quickly improve the level 
of construction management. The application of BIM in mechanical and electrical engineering and 
even the whole civil structure design has the visualization function, which is conducive to the 
management personnel, including the project manager and the technical person in charge, to 
accurately grasp the engineering information and to the output of the management personnel to the 
construction workers(to disclose) information. 

On the other hand, the enterprises in the construction aspect of construction team is also in transition, 
from low-end low-tech labor used in the past, to establish their own positions on enterprise team of 
"industrial workers", will have and training a group of professional knowledge, professional skills, 
strong industrial workers, mechanical and electrical specialty is important in various professional 
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branch, The visual model replaces the traditional model and plays an important role in building the 
workers in the mechanical and electrical industry. 

4.5 Schedule Management, Construction Simulation and 3D Dynamic Roaming 

(1) Schedule management and construction simulation 

The FT building project uses the simulation demonstration function of BIM to conduct three-
dimensional simulation of the progress plan and future construction after the construction schedule is 
completed. Through simulation, it analyzes whether the crossing of each process arrangement is 
reasonable and adjusts the deficiencies in time. After BIM simulation construction and progress, 
follow up and fill in the actual progress in time, analyze and propose the human, financial and material 
needs of the subsequent stage, and ensure that the actual progress is controllable. 

(2) Three-dimensional dynamic roaming 

In Revit software, open the 3D view in the view TAB to set roaming; Place the roaming path, open 
the roaming through the project browser, and can edit the roaming; Select a path to display the project 
through roaming. 

According to the application of BIM in schedule management, construction simulation and three-
dimensional dynamic roaming in mechanical and electrical design, schedule management is the key 
and difficult point of construction management in this enterprise. The application of BIM technology 
plays a key role in promoting the level of schedule management. Taking the mechanical and electrical 
construction schedule management of another project previously constructed by our company as an 
example, the most important part of the SC upgrade and transformation project is the upgrading of 
mechanical and electrical equipment. However, the construction design of this project in 2017 applied 
traditional design methods, tools and models, and did not apply BIM technology. Subsequent 
implementation of the construction, it is a schedule of express simple curt, "shark fin figure", "" line 
charts the progress of the expression method of single row, once a phase progress lagging behind, 
unable to intuitive found from the schedule diagram, the second is the impact of the future progress 
adjustment (rob) back to schedule plan, drawing progress chart is a tedious process, Compared with 
the three-dimensional simulation, three-dimensional roaming and comprehensive expression of BIM 
technology for construction, traditional means cannot accurately, quickly and intuitively observe the 
key points of future and current progress management work. The application of BIM in FT building 
brings a comprehensive improvement of the level of schedule management to the enterprise. 

5. Systematic Summary, Deficiencies and Prospects 

5.1 Summarize 

In this design, the application of BIM technology in the electrical design of super high-rise project is 
studied. Based on the FT building project, the key points of BIM technology in the electromechanical 
design and electrical application of super high-rise building are introduced. BIM technology provides 
new means and tools for the mechanical and electrical design of super high-rise construction projects, 
and provides powerful assistance for the development of architectural design and construction, which 
is welcomed by the industry and the market. 

In this design, the analysis of the actual problems in the construction design is added, and the 
geometric and non-geometric expressions of BIM technology based on the deepening of the electrical 
pipeline and the deepening of the computer room are expounded. The experience of BIM technology 
in solving the pipeline collision inspection and visual disclosure problems in the electromechanical 
design of super high-rise projects is preliminary-summarized. The methods of schedule management, 
construction simulation and 3D dynamic roaming are summarized. 

In this design, the link of personnel monitoring and equipment monitoring on the construction site is 
added, and the application role of BIM technology in various stages of mechanical and electrical 
design, construction, operation and maintenance of super high-rise projects is further elaborated. 
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5.2 Shortcomings and Prospects 

There are still some shortcomings in Revit software for drawing electromechanical design 
construction drawings and even sections of civil engineering supporting parts, and the application of 
drawing plan still needs to learn from CAD system. 

In the future, BIM technology has broad application prospects in the field of electromechanical design 
and construction of super high-rise buildings. With the national efforts to formulate and launch the 
national norms of BIM application, the national standards of Revit drawing will be gradually 
improved to achieve fast drawing. The advantages of BIM technology and its software compared with 
traditional architectural design and its software will expand day by day. The use of BIM technology 
and its software can simultaneously make plans and build three-dimensional models, and the 
modification is intuitive, convenient and accurate, with a very low error rate, which will surely bring 
better economic and social benefits to the construction industry. 
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